Abstract
A carborne survey system, named as KURAMA (Kyoto University RAdia-7 tion MApping system), was developed as a response to the nuclear accident The magnitude-9 earthquake in eastern Japan and the following massive after the present incident. KURAMA was designed based on consumer products,
27
and enabled a large number of in-vehicle apparatus to be prepared within a 28 short period owing to its high flexibility in the configuration of data-processing 29 hubs or monitoring cars. KURAMA has been successfully applied to various 30 activities in the radiation measurements and the compilation of radiation maps 31 in Fukushima and surrounding areas.
32
As the situation was stabilized, the main interest in measurements moves 
43
KURAMA-II is designed for such a purpose.
44
In this paper, a system outline and the development of KURAMA-II as well 45 as the results of continuous monitoring using KURAMA-II will be introduced.
46
2. System outline of KURAMA-II
47
The system outline of KURAMA-II is shown in Fig. 1 In KURAMA-II, the air dose rate is obtained from the pulse-height spec- 
under the assumption of the existence of a weighting function, G(E), satisfying 77 the following integral equation:
where h(E 0 ) is the conversion coefficient for γ-rays of monochromatic energy 79 E 0 , and n(E, E 0 ) is the response function of the detector, N (E) is the measured 80 pulse-height spectrum, respectively.
81
The Japanese government recommends the ambient dose equivalent, H * (10), 
87
KURAMA-II has a built-in function to observe a photo peak in the pulse- to the stability and reliability of the obtained air dose rate. The 796 keV peak 90 of 134 Cs, which is typically observed as a well isolated peak in the pulse-height 91 spectrum of Fukushima area, is used to monitor the gain shift during operation.
92
Up to now, the peak drift is at most 3% throughout the operation for one year.
93
This corresponds to 5% of the drift at most in the air dose rate, one-third 94 of the tolerance for typical portable survey meters used for the air dose rate 95 measurements in Fukushima.
96
The air dose rate and the pulse-height spectrum for each measurement point can reconstruct the pulse-height spectrum by specifying the time and location 121 on the SQL database (Fig. 4) . software. Each KURAMA-II is attached to a certain city bus, and the route of (Fig. 7) . 
149
In this analysis, the data within every grid cell were averaged for every week,
150
and compared with those in the reference period (from Dec. 20 to 31, 2012).
151
As shown in Fig. 8 
159
As for the trend in a one-year period, no significant reduction has been ob-160 served, except for the effect of snow, but the reduction is found to be generally 161 more rapid than that expected from the physical half lives of Cesium isotopes 162 (Fig. 9 ). This is also expected to be the result of the movement of radioac- If we look into the details, the difference in these reductions is found between 173 the areas of higher air dose rate and those of lower air dose rate. In Fig.   174 10, the reduction in Fukushima city as a typical example of a higher air dose isotopes for the air dose rate (Fig 11) . (Fig. 13, 14) .
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